SCUFF OFF X-PRESS KIT
POWERFUL 1-STEP SCUFF REMOVER

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
EN No matter how hard you try, scuffs, scrapes, and fine
scratches will introduce themselves to your car's paint finish at
some point in time. QUIXX SCUFF OFF will permanently remove
these unsightly scuffs/blemishes quickly, reliably, and safely
from regular glossy paint finishes.

In fact, QUIXX SCUFF OFF is so effective that one small drop is
all that's needed to the job. You'll be amazed at just how easy it
is to maintain your car, motorcycle, boat, or caravan. For deeper
scratches,we recommend using QUIXX High Performance
Scratch Remover.

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. PREPARATION:
Clean blemished area to remove coarse dirt. Test product on smallconcealed
area for paint compatibility first.
2. APPLICATION:
Apply a drop (peanut-size) of QUIXX SCUFF OFF to the blemished spot and
polish it for about 1-2 minutes with the enclosed clean cloth in a right angle to
the scuff/blemish applying pressure. Remove residues with a damp cloth.
Repeat application if necessary. On some dark paint finishes the treated area
can look slightly “milky”. This milkyness can be removed with a regular car
polish - just polish area for 10-20 seconds firmly.
For deeper scratches,we recommend using the QUIXX High Performance
Scratch Remover (ITEM # 00070-US).

ATTENTION:
Use according to instructions! Not suitable for extremely deep scratches.
Do not use on matte paint and non-scratch/nano paint finishes. It is
recommended to first test suitability on a concealed area.
FIRST AID GENERAL ADVICE:
If used according to the instructions, no risks are expected for the user. Avoid
contact with eyes and mouth. In case of contact with eyes and mouth flush with
plenty of clear water. If swallowed, do not induce vomiting.
HANDLING AND STORAGE:
Keep out of reach of children. Keep away from food, drink and animal feed.
EMERGENCY INFO:
For 24-hour emergency assistance, call INFOTRAC at 1-800-535-5053

Scan QR-Code with your smartphone to
watch application video:

Take your car’s appearance even further with other high
performance car care products from QUIXX such as:

Manufacturer:
E.V.I. GmbH - 82061 Neuried - Germany
DISTRIBUTED BY:
WNV Sales Inc., 6100 Blue Lagoon Dr. - Suite 105, Miami, FL. 33126
Phone: (305)-266-3887, Fax: (305)-262-3116
E-mail: quixx@quixx.com
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